
YOUR AGENT AND ADVOCATE
At Central Business Jets, protecting your interests and  
adding value throughout an aircraft transaction has been  
the cornerstone of our company since its inception.  
Operating as your agent and advocate, we manage the  
“99 Steps” required for a successful purchase or sale of a  
business jet, going beyond the role of a traditional broker.  
It’s when these 99 steps have been executed that our  
clients realize the value and necessity of an exclusive agent. 
And that’s when we see them again.

We represent you at every step, including:
• preparing your aircraft for sale
• preparing you to acquire an aircraft
• generating and pre-qualifying leads
• researching the worldwide marketplace
• arranging for aircraft tours and demonstrations
• preparing and negotiating a purchase agreement
•  managing the pre-purchase inspection 
• reviewing and settling maintenance invoices
• arranging for financing
• facilitating the closing and filing all documents
• transferring the aircraft

THE KNOWLEDGE TO EDUCATE 
Our customer approach is to listen to your business,  
financial, and transportation needs and together define  
your aviation strategy and business objectives. The  
information we provide you is based on detailed research 
and thorough market analysis—in a simple straightforward 
format. CBJ has experience with multiple creative  
approaches, and we work with you to formulate a plan  
that most benefits you in the current market environment.

THE EXPERIENCE TO DELIVER
Central Business Jets’ experience spans virtually every  
corporate aircraft model, every continent, and every detail  
of a transaction. We have managed billions of dollars worth 
of business jet transactions since our beginning. Our  
clients range from individuals to Fortune 500 companies,  
including corporations with established aviation  
departments and companies purchasing their first airplane. 
We have conducted business with every new aircraft  
manufacturer, maintenance facility, and aircraft financing 
company globally. That’s experience.

Central Business Jets proudly boasts a three-decade history 
providing the highest level customer service, integrity, and 
market intelligence to business aviation clients. Known for 
our expert client representation in aircraft sales, acquisition, 
and consulting, we work on your behalf to identify the most 
appropriate aircraft purchase, execute the most advantageous 
sale, and deliver a seamless process with every transaction. 



CUSTOMER CARE AND INTEGRITY
Above all else, Central Business Jets emphasizes customer service and
integrity. When you select CBJ, you work directly with our owner executives, who 
are focused on meeting your needs and placing your interests first. We believe 
integrity, ethics, and professionalism are only possible minus conflict of interest.

GLOBAL ALLIANCES
The worldwide market of business aviation necessitates international market 
reach. Throughout its established history, Central Business Jets has developed 
a strategic network of global marketing alliances around the world in countries 
such as Spain, Austria, Belgium, United Arab Emirates, China, Malaysia, Singapore, 
Mexico, and Brazil. In addition, we maintain relationships with hundreds of  
worldwide owners and operators, all of whom are potential buyers for your  
aircraft or sellers of the jet you seek. 

EXCLUSIVE MARKET INTELLIGENCE
Central Business Jets is in the vanguard when it comes to precise, aircraft-specific 
market intelligence, enabling us to base price recommendations on solid research. 
Our exclusive, patented market analysis software, JetTrack®, provides in-depth, 
aircraft-specific market trend information solely for our clientele. Trusted by the 
most discriminating audiences, CBJ’s JetTrack® data is frequently cited in news  
publications such as the Wall Street Journal. 

DISCOVER CENTRAL BUSINESS JETS
Based on history, we are confident that your first experience with us will not be 
your last. CBJ’s customer retention rate is among the highest in the industry. We 
highly value the trust and satisfaction of our clients, as demonstrated by the length 
of our relationships with them. We invite you to discover why clients return to  
Central Business Jets time and time again for exclusive representation.

SERVICES
Central Business Jets provides  
aircraft services tailored to meet 
your needs. The services we offer 
include:

• New and Pre-owned Sales 
• New and Pre-owned Acquisitions
• Travel Pattern and Needs Analysis
• Fleet Planning
• Fractional Share Consultation
• Aircraft Exchange
• IRS 1031 Like-Kind Exchange
• Aircraft Appraisals
• Maintenance Management
• Completion Management

To see how Central  
Business Jets can find  
solutions to your  
business aviation needs, 
call 952.894.8559.

www.cbjets.com


